As fast as it gets:
Logopak’s print engine puts
an end to costly downtimes.

All companies – regardless of their branch of
industry – agree on one point: long set-up and
downtimes mean considerable costs.
This holds true particularly when it comes to
labelling, where a high throughput is usually the
norm. It can be pretty frustrating when the machine
is down for some time. The result: missed customer
deadlines, technicians working overtime, and
unhappy staff. Logopak’s print engine helps to
make sure this simply doesn’t happen.

Changed
in less than
1 minute!

Is it time to change the print engine?

Logopak’s print engine: In. Out. Done.

You probably know the story: Your labelling machine’s print
engine has been doing a great job, but now the print result is no
longer as good as it used to be. So it’s about time to change the
print engine. However, in most cases this calls for a good deal of
expertise and is very time-consuming. In other words: valuable
time is lost while your labelling machine is standing still.

Thanks to our tried-and-tested quick-change system, the print
engine can be changed in no time at all. The whole process
takes under a minute and can be carried out by any one of the
working staff. No “fiddly bits“, and no technical know-how
required. All you need to do is simply pull out the old print
engine, insert the new one, and that’s it – job done!

» Reduce your set-up times to a minimum!

Comprehensive
maintenance for
maximum availability!
Once you have replaced your print engine, just send us
your old one for repair by post or courier. Your benefit:
In the long run, you will profit from our comprehensive
service approach.

» Unlike other suppliers, we change not only the print
plate but all wear parts: including the pressure roller,
the bearings and the dispensing edge.
Just think about your car:
Who would check the pressure on only one tyre?
Our comprehensive service approach guarantees maximum
availability of your system. While other manufacturers often only
change the print plate when carrying out maintenance services
on their print engines, Logopak checks your entire print engine
from A-Z and repairs it when and where necessary: including the
pressure roller, the bearings and the dispensing edge.
Once completely overhauled, we will send it back to you
“as good as new” – ready for the next printing job.

Your benefits at a glance:
» Tried-and-tested quick-change system
»E
 asy-to-use opening and closing mechanism
»O
 pen on the side for easy handling
»P
 ermanent cleanliness thanks to regular cleaning
with Logoclean
»O
 ptimal material feed thanks to brand-name labels
made by Logopak
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» You can count on us to ensure that your print engine
continuously provides reliably excellent print results.

